
M
oving from a legacy
HCM system to an
application such as
Fusion HCM can
bring a moment’s

pause – but talk about making that transi-
tion in less than 10 weeks and you’ll hear
words like “impossible”, “risky” and
“ridiculous”. Time frame aside, take a
moment to really think about how much it’s
worth it to replace systems that require con-
stant “care and feeding” and serve only as a
rolodex of information that must be con-
stantly exported and manipulated in
spreadsheets for use with other systems.

Wouldn’t it be great to move from
“inefficient” to a new level of functionality?
We did just that for a bank holding compa-
ny. See the sidebar column “Fastest Fusion
Implementation to Date: 10 Weeks to an
HR Transformation”.

So I have to wonder what everyone is

waiting for in order to implement an appli-

cation that moves your organization to the

forefront of your competitors by deploying

an HCM application that delivers a whole

range of efficiencies that enables HR to

shift from processing transactions to pro-

viding strategic value to the business. Not

that it needs to be done in 10 weeks.

What really made the difference at the

client, given the tight schedule, was what

makes any implementation successful - a

dedicated and integrated team along with

strong project sponsorship and keen over-

sight.

Taking it to a New Level 

Consider these data benefits Fusion

HCM offers and how they could transform

the way you operate:

• One Single Source of Record:  Data

entered once into Fusion Core HCM would

seamlessly integrate with all other areas of

the system like benefits, compensation, pay-

roll, and goal/performance management.

This ultimately results in a reduction of cost

with data available for export to health

benefits carriers and other third parties.

Minimizing multiple data entry points

reduces the likelihood of errors and any

related overhead.

• Automated Workflow:  An integrated

suite of applications also allows for stan-

dardized processes with built-in notifica-

tions/alerts and approvals which speed up

tasks.

• Improved Decision Making: Without

information siloes, users can access data

and interpret it more easily than ever before

Time to Take the Leap
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Oracle Fusion Human Capital Management

Oracle Fusion Human Capital Management (HCM) was built from the ground up to

help your organization know its people better, work as a team, and do things the

way you want them done.

Oracle HCM applications are a complete and integrated suite – from core HR trans-

actions to workforce service automation and delivery, to complete enterprise talent

management, including many solutions unique in the industry. Oracle's global,

web-based, single system architecture is designed for organizations of every size,

industry, and region. And only Oracle Human Capital Management comes with

complete integrated business intelligence, compliance and security with your

choice of deployment options.

Oracle is the Human Capital Management solution of choice for more than 14,000

Oracle customers in over 140 countries, including 8 of the top 10 Fortune 500 com-

panies and 30 of the top 40 innovative companies.

Contact your Emtec representative to learn more.

For more information, please contact
Andee Harris

312-216-4903
Andee.Harris@emtecinc.com

WWW.EMTECINC.COM
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through embedded analytics; role-based interactive dash-
boards for managers, workers, and HR professionals; and
on-the-fly ad hoc reporting capabilities. Users gain the
ability to compare data from performance management
with data from compensation, succession planning and
LDR within the system without exporting to spreadsheets.

• Data Security. If you’ve been relying on emailing
spreadsheets or posting them to a repository such as
SharePoint for salary planning, implementing an integrat-
ed Fusion HCM system can help increase data security by
eliminating the possibility of links inadvertently breaking
and causing a flaw in data integrity. Configured through
Oracle’s Identity Manager (OIM), you can create an audit

trail that includes time/date stamp which satisfies internal

Risk and Compliance Policy as well as simplifies the search

for the source of data transaction errors.

• Move Data Seamlessly: When it comes to

Compensation Cycles, getting ahead of the curve by lever-

aging seamless integration with payroll makes it easier for

Finance to receive historical and real-time data on infor-

mation related to HR incentive bonus projections. Fusion

HCM provides the import of detailed stock grant informa-

tion for use in real-time in-house Total Compensation and

Confirmation Statements.

Why Make the Move to Fusion?

So let’s take the long-term view. More and more, oper-
ational departments are being asked to contribute to a
business’ strategic goals. You need to ask yourself if you
have the ability to provide solutions your organization
needs today as well as those in the future as your compa-
ny continues to grow. What could your organization do
with real-time and predictive analytics that allow Senior
Management to ensure results map back to strategic initia-
tives?

Consider the answers to these questions and think
about whether moving to Fusion makes sense for your
business.

COVER STORY

continued from page 1

By STEPHEN BENTZ
Director, Oracle HCM Fusion Applications

M
any organizations

are looking to

replace outdated

legacy systems which

are holding them

back from maintaining a competitive edge.

We recently guided one of our clients, a

bank holding company, through just this

kind of transition.

Teaming with Oracle, we were able to

migrate the client from an extremely limit-

ed and underutilized ABRA application to

Oracle Fusion HCM in less than TEN

weeks. This is the fastest Fusion imple-

mentation to date.

And while we hit some bumps in the

road along the way (as happens with any

implementation), the ABRA legacy system

went dark (history remains for view and

reporting) as planned. We’re still rolling

out new functionality on an almost daily

basis.

Critical Success Factors

For those of you thinking of making

the move to Fusion, I thought a brief dis-

cussion of key steps in the implementation

could serve as a guide.

• Fill out project plan & question-

naires prior to engagement – Prep work

before we even arrived at the client site

was crucial. We got an excellent view of

how the client’s various legal entities, loca-

tions and departments would need to fit

together.

• Hit the ground running with

scheduled tasks in place – The implemen-

tation occurred in the 4th Quarter during

the client’s Compensation Planning Cycle

as well as Open Enrollment. Many of the

client’s Human Resource Coordinators

(HRC’s) would play a pivotal role in pro-

totyping, data validation and training. To

maintain regular service levels, Emtec

worked with the client and coordinated

with Oracle to develop a schedule for

when HRC’s would be pulled away from

their duties.

• Establish weekly Project Team

meetings and bi-weekly Steering

Committee meetings – Continuous com-

munication amongst the core project team

and regular meetings with Senior

Management on the Steering Committee

helped the team to identify risks early on

in the project. Regular meetings also pro-

vided project sponsors an open view of

progress and issue resolution.

• Estimate what % of source data is

fully cleansed and where to focus efforts

on data that failed in the load/testing

process – Every data row that fails to load

is time and effort spent tracking down the

reasons and searching for patterns.

Multiple runs through the load process

help, but understanding the root cause of

failure early on reduces turnaround time

and a lot of frustration!

• Implement a “Train the Trainer”

approach – An initial group of HRC’s per-

formed basic tasks and navigated the sys-

tem. We leveraged their experience in

“Train the Trainer” sessions to fine-tune

the End-User Training Documentation

which helped with usage and adoption.

• Import only one row of employee

data based on hire date – Along with not

allowing customizations, this helped us to

cut time to load data for Prototyping, User

Acceptance Testing/Validation and the

final Load to Production.

• History remains in ABRA for

view and reporting purposes – Future

applications (Performance Management)

will require historical data at a later point

of time.

• Experienced utilization of

Import/Export Tools – Understanding how

the delivered File Based Loader (FBL)

needs to be configured to load base and

employee related records cuts time, effort

and ultimately money.

• Kept the initial end-user popula-

tion small (approximately 35 users) –

Having to train employees and managers

who have never experienced HCM self-

service, located across multiple states and

locations would have impacted the time,

effort and change management require-

ments to meet our aggressive timeline.

• Deferred all self-service until

Benefits Implementation in 2013.

• Stayed on-task as dictated by the

Project Plan Critical Path – If a task is

delayed, Project Management should look

carefully at the next task and make appro-

priate choices and multi-task where neces-

sary. Keep Project Team and Steering

Committee informed of any changes.

• Resolve Business Process issues

within a 72-hour timeframe.

Oracle “Collaborate 2013”
Presentation

I’ll be delivering a session, along with

the client, about this Fusion HCM imple-

mentation at this year’s Collaborate con-

ference in Denver on April 9th. Hope to

see you there.

If you can’t make Collaborate and

want to know more about making the

move to Fusion, drop me an email at

Stephen.Bentz@emtecinc.com.

Fastest Fusion Implementation to Date:
10 Weeks to an HR Transformation
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A
s IP-based communication

technologies continue to

mature, switching to Voice

over IP (VoIP) is an increas-

ingly easy decision for

organizations of all sizes. Beyond the

potential for significant cost savings, VoIP

has become the cornerstone technology for

numerous business-enabling applications

that improve productivity, efficiency and

disaster preparedness.

Deciding the best way to deploy VoIP

can be a more difficult decision, however.

The major options to consider are hosted

solutions, on-premises deployments or

managed services. While each choice offers

substantial business benefits, understand-

ing their differences is important to organi-

zations in deciding how to best implement

VoIP to reduce costs and gain efficiencies.

On-Site VoIP

With an on-premises VoIP system, the

organization purchases, deploys, operates

and maintains all its own equipment,

including an IP-PBX, servers, routers,

cables and other devices. The IP-PBX is the

switching system that routes all voice, data

and video transmissions internally and

transmits all external calls to the telecom

provider’s central office.

An on-premises solution may provide

greater control over the telephony environ-

ment, including the ability to manage fea-

tures, expansion and security.

Organizations may have greater flexibility

to develop custom solutions to meet specif-

ic requirements. If the organization has the

proper in-house management expertise, an

on-premises solution may also deliver

lower monthly recurring costs for manage-

ment and maintenance services.

However, organizations lacking that

expertise could wind up with a poorly per-

forming system that does not meet their

needs. In addition, on-premises solutions

involve significantly higher initial equip-

ment and setup costs as well as higher long-

term maintenance costs.

Hosted VoIP

Hosted VoIP delivers all of the busi-

ness-class telephony features without the

upfront costs and management expertise

required of purchasing an IP-PBX. A serv-

ice provider houses most of the equipment

and handles all the resources the phone sys-

tem requires to operate. Service is typically

delivered on a simple “per-seat, per-month”

cost basis, and upfront costs are a fraction

of those for traditional PBX equipment.

Since the equipment is owned by a service

provider, organizations are relieved of the

risks of equipment obsolescence.

One drawback to a hosted solution is

the lack of customization. Hosted VoIP

providers are unlikely to change or adapt

services for individual users, although there

are some hosted VoIP providers that will

customize feature sets for businesses.

Managed VoIP

On-site VoIP as a managed service is

another option that combines some fea-

tures of both on-premises and hosted

deployments. With this arrangement, a

service provider deploys an IP-PBX at the

customer’s site. The customer has the

option to buy or lease the installed hard-

ware, but the service provider handles the

ongoing remote management of the service.

Managed VoIP gives an organization the

option to own and control all its own

equipment, while offloading the manage-

ment responsibilities to a provider with

proven expertise.

Considerations

Each option has its advantages and can

yield excellent results. When investigating

options for VoIP implementation, organiza-

tions should ask the following questions of

vendors and service providers to help in

making the right call:

Maintenance and Upgrades: Are there

costs for additional maintenance and

upgrade fees so your business can maintain

functionality and stay competitive? Are

there additional fees for server and operat-

ing system maintenance?

Capacity: Are there additional costs if

your business grows?

Licensing: Are there licensing costs

associated with IP functionality for the sys-

tem and/or handsets?

Expense: Does the solution require an

upfront capital purchase or is it a monthly

fee?

Data Switched Network: Is best-in-

class data switching gear included along

with the maintenance and configuration of

the equipment?

Trunking: Are there any impacts with

call setup and call routing within the IP-

PBX at the customer’s site versus a hosted

VoIP solution? Will your customers receive

a busy signal with either option?

Disaster Redirect: In the event of a

power interruption or a cut circuit, will the

system reroute incoming calls to a cell

phone, voice mail or remote location?

VoIP Choices
Hosted, managed and on-site deployments offer different advantages.

R
eliable voice connectivity is absolutely critical to busi-

ness operations. But in the aftermath of Hurricane

Sandy, organizations along the East Coast found their

phone systems literally underwater, and extended power out-

ages led to business-crippling downtime. This has driven an

increase in demand for hosted Voice over IP (VoIP) solutions

from organizations recovering from the disaster as well as

those hoping to avoid a similar scenario in the future.

Hosted VoIP provides all of the features of an IP phone

system in a cloud-based solution accessed via the Internet.

Because cloud-based services can generally be deployed more

quickly than on-premises equipment, hosted VoIP enables

organizations that have lost a phone system to speed recovery

of voice services. In addition, hosted VoIP enables businesses to

avoid the cost of replacing a damaged phone system amid the

financial challenges that accompany a disaster.

Hosted VoIP can also help organizations avoid business

disruption in the future. A reputable service provider will

house the telephony equipment in a secure data center with

backup power and multiple telecom connections. Most

providers also offer failover to redundant telephony equipment

in a secondary facility should the primary facility suffer dam-

age.

The distributed nature of the Internet enables hosted VoIP

solutions to survive when traditional communication lines fail.

Even if Internet connectivity is lost, auto attendants and voice

mail generally will remain operational, enabling organizations

to maintain a link to customers, suppliers and staff. Many

hosted VoIP solutions also have built-in intelligence that recog-

nizes when an organization’s onsite phones stop functioning

and can automatically reroute calls to alternative numbers.

This latter feature makes it easier for organizations to

implement a “work-from-home” strategy as part of their disas-

ter recovery plan. Disasters, severe weather events or flu out-

breaks may preclude employees from traveling to the office.

Hosted VoIP solutions enable employees to work remotely

with full phone system features. Because calls are rerouted

automatically, customers will not even realize that employees

are working from home.

Hurricane Sandy serves as a reminder of the need to plan

head to maintain or recover voice systems. Hosted VoIP can

help organizations reduce the risk of costly phone system

downtime in the event of a hurricane, fire, flood, power outage

or other catastrophe.

Hosted VoIP Can Prevent Downtime,
Speed Recovery in a Disaster
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Emtec has integrated a combination of cutting edge technology

including Panasonic’s rugged laptops, Dragon Voice

Recognition Software and bluetooth technology. This suite of

products enables doctors, nurses, medical technicians, medical

field support, dentists, pharmacists, first responders and other

medical staff to perform their job more efficiently and

effectively while being completely mobile. Enjoy the

advantages of taking notes on the fly, increase clinical record

accuracy, distribute valuable information through the

appropriate channels instantly, and save money by simplifying

office routines and cutting Medical Transcription costs.

Emtec’s Professional Mobile Medical Solution
Delivers Healthcare Efficiency at the Highest Level

MOBILITY: Just what the doctor ordered
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‘Digital Universe’ Expands Rapidly

T
he proliferation of devices such as PCs and smartphones worldwide, increased

Internet access within emerging markets and the boost in data from machines

such as surveillance cameras or smart meters has contributed to the doubling

of the digital universe within the past two years alone, according to the latest release

of IDC’s “Digital Universe” study.

According to the study, sponsored by EMC, 2.8 zettabytes (ZB) of data will have

been created and replicated in 2012. IDC projects that the digital universe will reach

a mammoth 40ZB by 2020, an amount that exceeds previous forecasts by 14 percent.

For perspective, the report notes that 40ZB of data is roughly equal to 57 times

the amount of all the grains of sand on all the beaches on earth. If 40ZB could be

saved on Blue-ray discs, the weight of those discs would be the same as 424 Nimitz-

class aircraft carriers.

“As the volume and complexity of data barraging businesses from all angles

increases, IT organizations have a choice: they can either succumb to information-

overload paralysis, or they can take steps to harness the tremendous potential teem-

ing within all of those data streams,” said Jeremy Burton, VP, product operations and

marketing, EMC.

Cybercrime Attacks and Costs Escalate

T
he cost and frequency of cybercrime have risen for the third consecutive year,

with attacks now costing an average U.S. business $8.9 million per year — a

6 percent increase from 2011 and a 38 percent rise from 2010. The findings

come for the “2012 Cost of Cyber Crime Study” conducted by the Ponemon Institute

and sponsored by HP.

The 56 businesses profiled in the study also reported that, on average, they are

collectively experiencing 102 successful attacks per week, compared to 72 attacks per

week in 2011 and 50 attacks per week in 2010. The most costly cybercrimes contin-

ue to be those caused by malicious code, denial of service, stolen or hijacked devices,

and malevolent insiders. When combined, these account for more than 78 percent of

annual cybercrime costs per organization.

Information theft and business disruption continue to represent the highest exter-

nal costs. On an annual basis, information theft accounts for 44 percent of total exter-

nal costs, up 4 percent from 2011. Disruption to business or lost productivity account-

ed for 30 percent of external costs, up 1 percent from 2011.

“Organizations are spending increasing amounts of time, money and energy

responding to cyberattacks at levels that will soon become unsustainable,” said

Michael Callahan, VP of product and solution marketing for enterprise security at HP.

Broadband Drives State Economic Growth

S
tates with high levels of investment in their broadband infrastructure stand a

better chance of seeing economic benefits, according to a new report by

TechNet, a bipartisan policy and political network of CEOs that promotes the

innovation economy. The group’s 2012 State Broadband Index is intended to assess

state policies and business climate that impact broadband deployment and demand.

The Broadband Index rates the states on indicators of broadband adoption, net-

work quality  and economic structure as a way of taking stock of where states stand

in broadband deployment and adoption. The group found that states actively invest-

ing in and utilizing broadband networks are seeing stronger economic growth, better

connected communities and enhanced quality of life.

“Simply put, broadband is the foundation for our nation’s continued technology

and economic leadership,” said Rey Ramsey, President and CEO of TechNet.

“Broadband is shown to help create economic growth, job creation and many other

benefits.”

Washington state topped the index, followed by Massachusetts, Delaware,

Maryland, California, New Jersey and Vermont. Virginia, Utah and New York round

out the top 10.
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D
uring a 2011 fundraiser in
Chicago, President
Obama was overheard on
a “hot” microphone com-
plaining about federal

information technology services. The
White House is “like 30 years behind,” he
said, not realizing his words were being
piped back to a room of reporters. “We
can’t get our phones to work.”

Such frustration is one reason why
the Obama administration has pressed
federal agencies to implement cloud com-
puting solutions that increase operational
efficiencies, optimize common services
and solutions across organizational
boundaries, and enable “transparent, col-
laborative and participatory government.”

How’s that working out so far?
According to a new study, federal agencies
are indeed realizing cost savings and
improved IT access by moving mission-
critical applications to the cloud, but there
is still a long way to go. The report, titled
“Mission-Critical Cloud: Ready for the
Heavy Lift,” concludes that the federal
government could save approximately
$16.6 billion annually if all agencies move
just three mission-critical applications to
the cloud — but that is easier said than
done.

“Transitioning legacy, mission-criti-
cal applications to the cloud is not a fork-
lift exercise — in many cases it’s more like
an organ transplant,” said Steve O’Keeffe,
founder of MeriTalk, which developed the
report. “With the complexity and security
concerns, it’s not surprising many agencies
want a private room.”

Barriers Remain

The report, sponsored by EMC,
VMware and Carahsoft, was designed to
show how federal IT executives view the
barriers, current status and future plans
related to the shift to the cloud. The report
notes that agencies spend more than half
their IT budgets on supporting mission-
critical applications, and that security con-
cerns are significant barriers to cloud-
enabling those apps.

Seventy-three percent of survey
respondents identified security as a barri-
er. As a result, most favor private clouds
for their mission-critical applications.
Thirty-eight percent of respondents say
they have moved a mission-critical appli-
cation to a private cloud; 11 percent say
they have moved a mission-critical appli-
cation to a hybrid cloud; and, 10 percent

say they have moved a mission-critical

application to a public cloud.

Agencies spend 70 percent of their IT

budget maintaining outdated legacy appli-

cations — another significant obstacle to

cloud transition. Federal IT executives

report that 52 percent of their mission-

critical applications are custom-built, and

that these applications will require major

re-engineering to modernize for the cloud.

Nonetheless, 46 percent of federal IT

executives say moving mission-critical

applications to the cloud will improve

their agencies’ ability to fulfill their mis-

sions, and 43 percent say it will improve

their agencies’ big-data analytics capabili-

ties.

Benefits Realized

Of those who have moved a mission-

critical application to the cloud, 91 per-

cent report success. Applications moved

include financial management, procure-

ment, logistics, customer relationship

management systems and project manage-

ment.

“Our customers who are migrating

their mission-critical applications to the

private cloud are realizing great benefits in

cost savings, efficiency, availability and

agility,” said Aileen Black, Vice President

of U.S. Public Sector, VMware. “These

benefits … are the keys to customer suc-

cess in the cloud.”

Despite the barriers, many federal IT

executives see mission-critical applications

in the cloud in their agencies’ futures.

They expect 26 percent of their mission-

critical applications to live in the cloud in

two years, 44 percent in five years. In

order to accomplish implementation

goals, executives recommend promoting

cloud savings opportunities, identifying

cloud-ready applications, clarifying guide-

lines and encouraging early adopters to

share best practices.

“It’s been our experience that agen-

cies are moving to the cloud in great num-

bers and are, as this survey clearly indi-

cates, achieving significant benefits from

doing so,” said Craig P. Abod, President,

Carahsoft. “What began with virtualiza-

tion now encompasses mission-critical

applications as the next step in the journey

and the value chain.”

Feds in the Cloud
Report reveals slow but steady progress
in government cloud-migration efforts.
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For more information, please contact Deanna Evers 
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HP CloudSystem combines servers, storage, networking, and security

together with automated system and hybrid service delivery management. The

result is a complete cloud solution that’s prepared to fulfill the promise of “cloud

driven” services. Contact Emtec today to learn more.

© Copyright 2013 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.   HP-207
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T
raditional network architectures are increas-
ingly ill-suited for modern data center work-
loads. An explosion of mobile devices and
content, cloud services and server virtualiza-
tion are placing a significant strain on the

hardware-centric networking designs that have been used
for nearly 30 years.

Software-defined networking (SDN) is poised to
transform networking architecture as it is quickly becom-
ing a significant building block for next-generation carrier
services and networks. At the core of SDN is the promise
of a programmable, abstract and isolated network con-
trolled by software.

“The modern data center is going through the biggest
transformation it has seen in more than a decade,” said
Kevin Brown, CEO of Coraid, a provider of Ethernet stor-
age solutions. “Data center architects today are taking a
fundamentally different approach to building infrastruc-
ture, one that combines scale-out commodity hardware,
pooling and abstraction through software, and the ability
to programmatically control every aspect of the infrastruc-
ture. This is the software-defined data center, combining
the best elements of cloud self-service and enterprise capa-
bilities.”

The global SDN market is estimated to grow from
$198 million in 2012 to $2.10 billion in 2017, according
to the research firm MarketsandMarkets. This represents a
compound annual growth rate of 60.43 percent. In a
recent survey of IT managers conducted by Silver Peak
Systems, 59 percent said SDN is important to their IT
strategies and 20 percent consider it “very important.” One
in six IT managers said they intend to implement some
form of SDN in less than 12 months, while 40 percent
indicated they would implement it in less than two years.

The Programmable Network

The issue is the static nature of traditional network
design, in which tiers of switches and routers implement
diverse protocols to connect devices using proprietary
interfaces. However, these protocols tend to be designed to
address specific problems, creating a high degree of com-
plexity. Any change to the network requires multiple
updates to protocol-based mechanisms using device-level
management tools. That is becoming a huge problem in a
virtualized environment in which IT may have to configure
thousands of virtual machines. Significant changes can
take days or weeks, and makes it difficult for IT to apply
a consistent set of access, security, QoS and other policies.

The future of networking will rely more and more on
software, which will accelerate the pace of innovation for
networks as it has in the computing and storage domains.
SDN promises to transform today’s static networks into
flexible, programmable platforms with the intelligence to
allocate resources dynamically, the scale to support enor-
mous data centers and the virtualization needed to support
dynamic, highly automated and secure cloud environ-
ments.

SDN essentially moves the “control plane” of the net-
work away from each individual device on the network to

a controller that works with all the devices, including both
virtual and physical devices. SDN breaks the existing phys-
ical boundaries on switches, routers and controllers
through well-defined APIs, making it possible to dynami-
cally define all aspects of a network through software.

New Capabilities

As a result of breaking the hardware layering of mod-
ern networks, new capabilities to make networks perform
faster, route data based on business needs, and enable
Internet-scale application communication are emerging.
These new capabilities are based on the ability to enable
new apps to participate in defining the network’s behavior.
SDN thus offers specific and measurable improvements in
cost, speed of deployment and the efficiency of operations.

“Software-defined networking is creating an impor-
tant new era of networking innovation that will be defined
and driven by APIs,” said Chet Kapoor, CEO of Apigee, a
developer of API management solutions. “The ecosystem
of apps being built around SDN — everything from simple
task automation to advanced control logic and network
management — will create more agile, efficient, flexible
and robust networking configurations.”

The SDN approach arose from a six-year research col-
laboration between Stanford University and the University
of California at Berkeley. Essential to SDN are two basic
components: a software interface called OpenFlow for
controlling how packets are forwarded through network
switches, and a set of global management interfaces upon
which more advanced management tools can be built.

Emerging Standards

SDN is an immense, all-incorporating concept that
spans data center, WAN and carrier backbone networks
and is being viewed by some as capable of solving nearly
every known networking problem. It is still in its infancy,
however.

“Software-defined networking is riding the fine line
between promise and hype,” said Larry Cormier, senior
vice president of worldwide marketing for Silver Peak.
“The biggest issue is the constantly evolving definition of
SDN.”

In an effort to bring consistency to the SDN market,
the Open Networking Foundation was formed by industry
leaders to further develop the OpenFlow standard and
encourage its adoption by freely licensing it to all member
companies. ONF will then begin the process of defining
global management interfaces. Founding members include
Broadcom, Brocade, Ciena, Cisco, Citrix, Dell, Deutsche
Telekom, Ericsson, Facebook, Force10, Google, HP, IBM,
Juniper Networks, Marvell, Microsoft, NEC, Netgear,
NTT, Riverbed Technology, Verizon, VMware and Yahoo!.

“The SDN revolution brings power to the network
users and those who operate them,” said Dan Pitt,
Executive Director, ONF. “What has died is the old way of
doing networking, and it will take time for us to absorb
those changes and to change the culture of networking. It’s
a movement, not just a technology — a tsunami of sorts.”

The New Network
Software-defined networking promises to transcend limitations of current technologies.
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Top Companies Value IT Innovation

H
igh-growth companies invest more in IT innovation than their counterparts,

doing so earlier in the technology lifecycle, according to the 2012 IT inno-

vation study released recently by the global business consulting firm A.T.

Kearney.

The study, titled “IT Innovation Spurs Renewed Growth,” also notes that high-

growth companies have made the transition from using technology to merely stream-

line operations to deploying it as an engine for driving revenue growth. Further, effec-

tive technology innovators rely less on third parties and invest in building capacity for

innovation into their IT organizational structures.

Almost 90 percent of companies participating in the study contend IT innovation

has become more important over the past five years, and say IT is increasingly serv-

ing as an “innovation incubator” for solutions that deliver business value. However,

these perceptions are out of sync with IT investments. Only 27 percent say they invest

in IT innovation.

“While executives have become increasingly aware of the importance of IT inno-

vation in creating competitive advantage, they have spent less on it year-over-year,”

said Christian Hagen, a Chicago-based partner. “Our research extracts a clear view of

the relationship between IT innovation and enhanced growth. This is an important

correlation for executives to understand.”

Financial Sector in Ongoing Cyber War

T
he global financial sector will spend $17.14 billion on critical infrastructure

security measures through 2017 in an ongoing cyber war against organized

cybercrime, according to a recent report from ABI Research. This includes

spending on countermeasures, transaction and data security, and on policies and pro-

cedures.

The research firm says organized cybercriminals continue to utilize exploit kits,

banking Trojans and botnets in combination with social engineering tactics to create

persistent and highly evolved attacks against financial institutions around the world.

These tools are being eagerly picked up by an even more threatening group — nation

states. ABI Research predicts warring states will eventually use these tools as weapons

against enemy economies.

“Banks and other financial institutions are always a step behind, despite deploy-

ing some of the most advanced cyber security solutions available on the market,” said

Michela Menting, cyber security senior analyst. “The lack of larger-scale cooperation

and intelligence sharing in the financial sector is a huge disadvantage in combating

cyber threats. While cybercriminals are actively sharing tools and information about

vulnerabilities, banks are trying their best to cover up breaches and save their reputa-

tion.”

SMBs Lack Social Media Strategy

O
nly 27 percent of small businesses and 34 percent of medium businesses are

using social media to enhance their company, according to latest figures on

The Social Skinny. The web site dedicated to tracking social media statistics

further notes that 25 percent of SMBs have no social strategy at all, while only 28 per-

cent of small businesses and 24 percent of medium businesses measure their return of

investment from social media activity.

The news is surprising considering 59 percent of consumers purchased a product

they saw on Pinterest and 33 percent purchased a product they saw on their Facebook

news feed or friend’s wall.

The figures also highlight the importance of using social media to interact with

customers and provide good customer service. Social media users spend, on average,

21 percent more than non-social customers when they receive good customer service.

However, companies are currently only responding to 30 percent of their social media

feedback, and answering only 44 percent of customer questions received via Twitter.

“These figures highlight just how important social media management is for busi-

nesses,” said Ben Austin, managing director at the search-engine optimization compa-

ny SEO Positive. “It can have a profound effect on how your customers perceive you

and well-managed social interaction can make the world of difference. Investing in

social media pages for your business will also add to your SEO, increasing your visi-

bility online and show you’re a modern and relatable company.”

P
ublic cloud adoption appears

to have moved beyond the

testing and development

phase, with more than two-

thirds of organizations in a

recent study reporting they are now run-

ning mission-critical workloads in

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) environ-

ments.

The study, commissioned by virtual-

ization specialist VMware and conducted

by analyst firm Enterprise Strategy Group

(ESG), examined the public-cloud usage

patterns of 243 IT and business profes-

sionals in North America and Western

Europe. More than 80 percent of reported

that they are running production work-

loads on IaaS, with 67 percent character-

izing the workloads as “mission-critical.”

In addition, 70 percent said they use

cloud storage services, 58 percent said

they are using cloud servers, and 53 per-

cent are leveraging disaster recovery serv-

ices using IaaS.

Compatibility Important

In the IaaS model, users pay a

provider for access to virtual servers, stor-

age and networks on which they are able

to deploy and run operating systems and

applications of their choice. It allows

companies to avoid hardware and soft-

ware investments, in return for paying

usage fees.

In the VMware/ESG study, 83 percent

of respondents indicated the underlying

technology used to deliver IaaS was of

some level of importance to them, with

nearly half citing it as a very important or

critical factor. More than three-quarters

(78 percent) of respondents reported that

it was also important that their cloud

service providers’ infrastructure technolo-

gies were compatible with their internal

private cloud /virtualized data center.

“The study demonstrates that IaaS

from cloud service providers is seeing

broad adoption by mainstream business

for business-critical applications and data,

moving beyond test and development,”

said Mathew Lodge, VMware’s vice presi-

dent of cloud services. “As IaaS adoption

grows, so does the importance of strong

customer service and support, as well as

the quality of the underlying technology.

Compatibility with existing virtualized

data centers and private clouds was also

key.”

IaaS Spending Surges

A separate report by the global

research firm Pierre Audoin Consultants

(PAC) notes that the IaaS market is

expanding rapidly, forecasting that it will

generate roughly $39 billion in worldwide

expenditures in 2012 — up from $27 bil-

lion in 2011 — and is set to reach $90 bil-

lion by  2016. Those figures cover both

public and private IaaS deployments.

“Traditional IT services have been

widely based on complexity and hetero-

geneity, while cloud represents standards

and ease of use,” said Karsten Leclerque,

PAC principal consultant for outsourcing

and cloud. “This is why practically all

suppliers are currently trying to determine

their future positioning along the cloud

value chain, aiming to defend existing

business, and looking to tap new revenue

streams. There will be a new competitive

landscape as well as new cooperation

models emerging from the cloud trend.”

Despite the impressive growth of pub-

lic IaaS services there have still been

obstacles to broader adoption. Privacy

and availability of data and resources are

often at the heart of cloud discussions.

CIOs also fear an increased complexity of

IT services management when including

third-party cloud solutions into their IT

architectures. Nevertheless, IaaS and other

cloud models are likely to remain on top

of IT agendas in the coming years.

“Users are well aware of the various

benefits and are strongly interested in

exploiting them; but they should not

blindly follow the cloud trend,” Leclerque

said. “Cloud usage promises many advan-

tages such as potential cost reduction,

scalability, usage-based pricing, and access

to resources without the need to invest in

your own infrastructures. The concept is

still emerging, however, and there are

many different concepts and offerings in

the market, with different security and

service levels, that might or might not fit

your needs.”

IaaS Goes Mainstream
Study shows production systems rapidly
moving into cloud-services environments.
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T
oday’s full-featured mobile devices have

become indispensable tools in a broad range

of industries, and end-users are demanding

the ability to connect to the corporate net-

work with their personal devices.

Organizations are accommodating these demands through

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) programs, which can

enable organizations to benefit from mobility without hav-

ing to issue company-owned devices.

For all its promise, mobility comes with significant

challenges. IT departments are ill-equipped to manage,

secure and support the vast numbers of mobile devices

flowing into their organizations.

Security is the primary concern. Mobile devices open

up the risk of malware as well as the loss of sensitive infor-

mation. Many users fail to take basic measures to protect

their devices and data, such as password protection, two-

factor authentication or data encryption. IT must establish

security requirements and enforce those policies across the

enterprise.

There are legal, regulatory and privacy concerns as

well. Organizations must find ways to prevent illicit mate-

rials from entering the network via mobile devices, and

carefully control access to regulated data. At the same time,

organizations must recognize that employee-owned devices

contain personal information, and take steps to ensure that

corporate information isn’t commingled.

The mobility landscape is fraught with risks, but there

are strategies and technologies organizations can use to

overcome these challenges. The following guidelines can

help organizations reap the rewards of BYOD without

compromising security.

Defining BYOD

Like many industry buzzwords, BYOD is somewhat

vague and frequently misused. At one end of the spectrum,

BYOD has been used to describe environments in which

the employee’s device fully replaces company-issued

devices or PCs. At the other, BYOD simply refers to poli-

cies permitting employees to use their personal devices to

access the company network. Organizations must deter-

mine what BYOD means to them in order to develop an

effective BYOD strategy.

Generally speaking, BYOD is an outgrowth of identi-

ty management, which has been a hot topic for the last 10

years. Identity management is concerned with understand-

ing and controlling the access rights of individual employ-

ees, customers and others entering the corporate network.

It goes beyond simple network access control to encompass

administrative rights to particular applications and data

based upon the user’s role within the organization. BYOD

extends that concept to access anywhere, anytime with any

device. In addition to user role, BYOD must consider the

type of device being used, its security posture, whether the

connection is traveling over a public or private network,

and many other concerns.

Data loss prevention is also an aspect of BYOD.

Organizations must expect that company data — and

potentially sensitive data — will find its way onto mobile

devices. Protecting that data becomes critical considering

the high potential for the loss or theft of mobile devices

and the risks of sensitive information falling into the wrong

hands. Thus, any BYOD strategy should also control com-

pany data stored on individual devices. This raises legal

and privacy concerns given that the organization does not

own the device.

Establishing BYOD Policies

Because BYOD touches IT, security, human resources,

legal and regulatory issues, analysts recommend that

organizations assemble a cross-functional team to develop

policies and set appropriate restrictions and controls sur-

rounding BYOD.

Some of the considerations include:

• type of device used

• security posture of the device

• the user’s role

• applications and data to be accessed

• network connection (e.g. internal, guest or exter-

nal/public network)

For example, an organization might choose to permit

Apple devices but not Android systems, because the latter

tends to be less secure. Or the organization might allow

employees to access email via the guest network but not the

internal network, or require a specific antivirus solution or

personal firewall. It is important to recognize, however,

that device-specific policies violate the spirit of BYOD.

In formulating BYOD policies, organizations should

recognize that many employees will circumvent security

measures they view as roadblocks to productivity. It is bet-

ter to develop policies that enable secure access than to

constantly battle rogue employees. Education, awareness

and training also go a long way toward improving policy

compliance, as many employees simply do not understand

the risks associated with certain behaviors.

Enabling Technologies

There is no BYOD silver bullet — no one technology

that controls and secures access via employee-owned

devices. Based upon their IT environment, security risks,

access policies and legal and regulatory concerns, organiza-

tions will need to assemble a variety of technologies to sup-

port BYOD within their specific IT architecture. However,

the following technologies, taken together, can help enable

BYOD while improving the organization’s security posture.

• SSL-VPNs provide unified security and policy-based

access to the corporate network across the public Internet.

The end-user connects to the SSL-VPN gateway using a

web browser and its native SSL encryption. Once the user

has been authenticated, an SSL-VPN session is established

and the user can access the internal corporate network.

SSL-VPN solutions designed for the mobile environment

can inspect the mobile device’s security posture and allow

a certain level of access based upon the results. With SSL-

VPN, end-users can access enterprise applications and use

communications, virtual desktop and RDP services.

• A bootable USB solution enables an organization to

create a golden image of a virtual desktop machine and

store that on a USB stick. The end-user can plug the USB

stick into any machine and launch an executable that

brings up the virtual machine image. This solution frees

organizations from buying hardware yet provides end-

users with a controlled environment in a plug-and-play

form factor. This is a common use case for international

road warriors who face the risk of having hardware seized

at customs checkpoints — the encrypted USB protects cor-

porate data. This is also an ideal solution for mobile work-

ers, contractors and disaster recovery.

• Policy-based access control solutions for the mobile

environment enable organizations to set policies based on

a user’s role, the security posture of the device, location and

the resources accessed. These solutions then gather infor-

mation from users, devices and the network in real time to

deliver unified policy enforcement. These solutions also

provide all the services required for access control —

authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA), pro-

filing, posture and guest management. Context, identity,

policy and threat intelligence provide the right levels of

security in all segments of the network.

• Mobile Device Management (MDM) provides for

centralized management of smartphones, tablets and other

mobile devices across the organization. With MDM, IT can

ensure that mobile devices comply with security protocols,

delivering application updates and patches to noncompli-

ant devices. Data loss prevention is a key component of

MDM. MDM solutions can ensure that personal and cor-

porate data are kept separate, and sensitive corporate data

is secured by enforcing data encryption, remotely wiping

data, locking down lost or stolen devices, and much more.

Implementing BYOD 
Strategies for allowing user-owned mobile devices into the IT environment.
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E
mail is a great business tool because it is fast,
easy and inexpensive. However, so much busi-
ness communication now occurs by email that
it has become a potential liability for some
organizations, often leading to costly and

embarrassing mistakes.
With one in 10 workers reporting in a recent survey

that they have more than 10,000 mails in their inbox, man-
aging all those digital messages has become an overwhelm-
ing task — so much so that 62 percent reported a signifi-
cant mishap as a result of sending an email to the wrong
person or with improper or unauthorized content.
Additionally, the survey conducted by data governance
software provider Varonis found that one in 20 companies
reported compliance issues as a result of a wrongly sent
email.

“Every data disaster now seems to involve an email,”
said David Gibson, VP of Strategy, Varonis. “It’s clear that
organizations shouldn’t take it for granted that employees
intuitively know how to manage their massive inboxes, nor
should they underestimate the consequences of email mis-
management.”

Growing Burden

With 78 percent of respondents receiving up to 100
emails per day and nearly a quarter receiving 100 to 500
daily emails, the sheer number of messages creates mount-
ing pressure on employees. Nearly 85 percent of those sur-
veyed spend 30 minutes or more every workday organizing
their mail.

Largely left to their own devices, workers tend to
develop one of three different styles of personal email man-
agement. Thirty-four percent are “filers” who empty their
inboxes on a daily basis and file messages into folders, 17
percent are “hoarders” who never delete but tag and keep
emails in just a few folders, and 44 percent combine both
practices. However, another 6 percent admit to completely
giving up on maintaining control over their email, choos-
ing to just delete everything periodically.

A comprehensive email retention policy coupled with
an effective email archival solution can help relieve this
pressure and reduce risk. By establishing best practices and
implementing the right technology tools, organizations can
ensure the successful management of email business
records, reduce e-discovery costs, improve productivity and
enhance security.

An effective email management strategy begins with
the development of an email retention policy. The first step
is to define, from a legal and regulatory perspective, what
constitutes an electronic business record. A clearly written
definition helps the organization distinguish messages
involving business-related activities from insignificant and
purely personal emails.

Once this definition is in place, the organization
should make sure that every employee knows what kinds
of messages must be retained. Because email is generated
throughout the organization, email retention practices can-
not focus on the IT department. All employees must take
part in the archival of business-related emails and the purg-
ing of extraneous messages.

Processes, Training and Automation

Next, organizations should establish the policies and
procedures necessary to ensure compliance with legal and
regulatory email retention rules. The email retention policy
should also address business requirements and risks, and
be updated regularly as laws change and new technologies
are adopted. In addition to establishing email retention
processes, organizations should define electronic business
record lifecycles and delete messages as they become out-
dated.

Employees throughout the organization should receive
training on how to comply with the formal email retention
policy. This training should stress that policy compliance is
mandatory. Enforcement through disciplinary action and
technology tools not only helps ensure effective email man-
agement but illustrates to courts and regulators that the
organization is serious about its email retention obliga-
tions. Demonstrated consistency increases the odds of a
favorable ruling should the organization become
embroiled in an e-discovery dispute.

Email archival solutions play two key roles. First, these
technology tools reduce e-discovery costs and help ensure
policy compliance by automating email archival processes.
Email business records are preserved in a way that enables
structured searches for rapid compliance with e-discovery
and regulatory requests as well as day-to-day business
operations.

Second, email archival tools help ensure that email
business records meet evidentiary requirements. Because
email must be authentic, trustworthy and tamperproof to
be considered legally valid, email archival solutions should
encrypt messages and protect against the deletion or alter-
ation of archived email.

Business Benefits

E-discovery is touted as the primary reason for estab-
lishing an email retention policy and archival solution.
Without effective email management, organizations face
incredibly expensive and time-consuming e-discovery chal-
lenges as well as the potential for costly court sanctions if
they fail to meet e-discovery deadlines. Regulatory require-
ments also compel organizations to get a handle on email.

However, effective email management can provide
organizations with a number of other benefits. Email is not
always a “smoking gun” — in fact, email often can be used
to protect the organization from legal liability. The ability
to produce the right email records at the right time helps
win lawsuits, and may even compel an opponent to settle
out of court. Email business records also help document
transactions and personnel matters and aid in decision-
making.

Given today’s litigious environment and increased reg-
ulatory scrutiny, organizations face significant email-relat-
ed risks. Organizations of all sizes need an email retention
policy and automated email archival solution to help speed
the retrieval of email records related to a legal claim.
Effective email management also helps ensure compliance
with government and industry regulations and facilitates
day-to-day business activities. Email is not a simple com-
munication tool but rather a key component of any orga-
nization’s business records.
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Managing Email
A retention policy and archival solution helps protect against legal, regulatory and business risks.
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